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Optum Energy Solutions emerges as industry-leading
pipeline drag reducer manufacturer
HOUSTON (Oct. 4 2017) – Optum Energy Solutions (Optum) has entered the pipeline
drag reducer market as a major manufacturer and full service supplier. Utilizing advanced
technology for engineering, manufacturing and delivering industry-leading solutions, Optum
ensures maximum efficiency for its global customers.
The leadership team at Optum traces its experience with drag reducing agents (DRA)
to the first commercial use of the technology for the Trans-Alaska Pipeline. The company
offers customized, turnkey solutions, including full field support and onsite services.
“The Optum of today is an innovative and creative team of leading technical
professionals,” said Hector Santos, Optum’s director of sales and marketing. “With decades of
combined experience in the global flow improver industry, we understand the traditional pain
points of both pipeline drag reducer applications and the customer’s operational needs. We
strive to deliver best-in-class customer service and optimized results that prove our value on
every job.”
Optum’s manufacturing facility, a 60-plus acre complex in Chickasha, Okla., was
funded by sponsor, CSL Capital Management (CSL), an energy focused private equity fund, and
is capable of supplying millions of gallons of drag reducer additive to globally meet any client
needs.
Charlie Leykum, founding partner of CSL Capital Management, said, “Along with
Optum’s founders, CSL recognized a need for a prominent player in the drag reducer industry.
With experienced leadership, superior technology, ready supply and proven results, Optum is
already making its mark, exceeding industry expectations in drag reduction solutions and
service quality.”
Flow Optimizer™ is Optum’s new, water-based DRA technology, designed for broadspectrum applications in crude oil pipelines. The technology’s active ingredient is an ultrahigh molecular weight hydrocarbon polymer, like major components of crude oil, which
dissolves into the hydrocarbon stream and does not deposit on the pipeline walls.
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Optum’s proprietary process includes cutting-edge methods for controlling
polymerization and blending strategies, resulting in a suspension that is easy to maintain and
re-suspend with mild agitation.
Flow Optimizer’s superior performance can be supplied in three formulations: Flow
Optimizer for temperate climate; Flow Optimizer Sub-F for winter applications; Flow
Optimizer Polar for environments continuously well below freezing.
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With decades of experience in the global flow improver industry, the team behind Optum
Energy Solutions delivers the most reliable pipeline drag reduction solutions to ensure
maximum efficiency. Using the most advanced technology for engineering, manufacturing and
delivering DRA, Optum offers consistent quality, user-friendly logistics and proprietary
industry-leading drag reducers. For more information, please visit: www.optumenergy.com.
About CSL Capital Management
CSL Capital Management is an SEC-registered private equity firm founded in early 2008 and
headquartered in Houston, TX. Since its inception, CSL Capital Management has raised in
excess of $1.4 billion in equity capital and commitments across various investment vehicles.
CSL Capital Management is currently investing out of CSL Energy Opportunities Fund II, L.P.
CSL’s current portfolio includes several de novo, growth, recapitalization, and other
investments.
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